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Letter from the CEO
Workiva is built for the way people want to work today.
We work in the cloud, which enables one in five employees to be a telecommuter.
Employees based in offices enjoy top-quality amenities, including fitness centers,
gourmet food, game rooms and collaboration spaces. We incorporate sustainable
practices throughout our offices and grounds, and we take every measure to tread lightly
on local resources.
We built Wdesk to give people the same technology features at work that they enjoy at
home: speed, access, sharing and linking. We bring the consumer-technology experience to
the workplace, which makes work more enjoyable for our employees and our customers.
Wdesk also helps our customers be more efficient in ways that save time and resources.
Wdesk enables collaboration and control from anywhere with an internet connection,
eliminating excess travel and excess paper.
When our customers work seamlessly with coworkers in the same document, they save
time. When they trust their data from beginning to end, they reduce risk. And when our
customers have peace of mind, they make better decisions. So do we.
My best,

Matthew Rizai
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Workiva Inc.

Innovation
Wdesk is a next-generation platform
for data consistency and control that
is modernizing the way people work.

Data-linking pioneers
In 2008, our founders decided to change the way corporations were managing
and reporting business data. We released our first cloud-based software solution
in 2010 at a time when most Fortune 500® companies were hesitant to place
their trust in the cloud. That quickly changed. We built our own word processor,
spreadsheet and presentation applications on top of our data-management
engine. It’s a next-generation productivity platform called Wdesk.

Wdesk helps
collaborators
understand and
trust their data.
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We help people work smart
What makes Wdesk different is all of the data inside the platform – in spreadsheets,
word-processing documents and presentation decks – is linked together. Wdesk records
every change by every user, providing a full audit trail.
With a powerful data-collection tool, our users can gather data from any format and
link it inside a centralized platform; no more emailing around rolling versions. Wdesk
helps mitigate enterprise risk because data is entered just once and then available to be
referenced or distributed wherever it’s needed.

As Wdesk expands across risk, audit,
finance and compliance teams, time
and resource efficiencies improve
throughout the organization.
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Consumer experience at work
Wdesk is so flexible and scalable that users can easily adapt it to optimize their business
processes and workflows on the fly.
Thousands of corporations, including over 65 percent of the Fortune 500®, use
our integrated, collaboration solutions around the world because they can control,
monitor and understand their business data with a single, trusted source.

The technology features people have
come to expect in their personal lives—
speed, access, sharing, linking—are now
available at work with Wdesk.
Claim not confirmed by FORTUNE or Time Inc. FORTUNE 500 is a registered trademark of Time Inc. and is used under license.
FORTUNE and Time Inc. are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Workiva Inc.
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Sustainable and secure
One of our cloud providers is Amazon,
which uses wind and solar farms to
deliver 1.6 million megawatt hours per
year of additional renewable energy to
supply their data centers. Google, our
other cloud provider, uses 50 percent
less energy than the typical data center.
The largest corporations in the world
trust us with their most sensitive data,
and we take that responsibility very
seriously. We employ stringent data
security, reliability, integrity and privacy
practices at every level. We aggressively
test the security of our operations by
subjecting them to ongoing penetration
and vulnerability testing. The quality of

our data security efforts is validated by
our annual completion of the rigorous
Service Organization Controls (SOC) 1
report. Maintaining our ongoing SOC
1 audits continues to give customers
the assurance they need around using
Wdesk for financial processes like SEC
filings. In 2016, we completed our first
SOC 2 report, which expands the scope
of our audited controls to additionally
meet the demands of a broader range
of customers and help them make
apples-to-apples comparisons with
Wdesk. Completing these reports
demonstrates our continued commitment
to making customers’ data secure.

Our cloud providers rely
on wind and solar energy.
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Customer-driven innovation
We don’t just develop technology; we listen to
our customers and create solutions to meet their
needs. We create light-weight data elements
that store numbers and text so they can quickly
be found and used in multiple ways.
We employ Agile Software Development methods that
place customers at the heart of the design process.
This includes constant collaboration and iteration that
delivers new software functionality at a very fast pace.
At Workiva we are consistently recognized for
our innovation, which wouldn’t be possible
without dedicated employees and customers
who are responsible for our success.
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Our customers’
need for data
integrity is at the
forefront of
our innovation.

Awards

Deloitte Technology Fast 500™

#4 on Fortune® Magazine’s Best

#6 on Fortune® Magazine’s Best

Large Workplaces in Technology

Workplaces for Camaraderie

Edison Award™ for Wdesk

Most Innovative

Most Innovative

and Internal Controls

Tech Company of the Year

Company of the Year

GRC 20/20 Innovator

Prometheus Award: Software

Prometheus Award:Technology

Company of the Year

Company of the Year
(Large Enterprise)
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Our Customers
We help our customers
be more efficient
in ways that save time
and conserve resources.

We love our customers,
and they love us back

Switching to Wdesk has saved
time and stress while significantly
increasing our confidence in our end
product. We are thrilled with Wdesk.

If I didn’t have
Wdesk, I wouldn’t
be able to do 
my job.

– Jeff Rendell
Liberty Property Trust

– Cindy Lachance
Advance Auto Parts

95 
%

customer satisfaction score*

96

%

revenue retention rate*
*As of March 31, 2016
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Wdesk has so many
features. It creates flexibility
that all customers can tailor
to their own needs. I think
this solution is great!
– James Hunt,
Tupperware Brands Corporation

I used to say I was a one-person
department. But ever since we got
Wdesk, I’m no longer a one-person
department. Wdesk is my partner!
– Sowmya Rajan
 Farmer Brothers Coffee
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Wdesk is paperless.
Wdesk helps our customers lower their carbon footprint
and waste by reducing printing and delivery of physical
documents. In 2015, customers reviewed Wdesk
documents 574,500 times, saving an estimated 3,515,942
printed pages. This represents a savings of 299 trees.
The technology behind Wdesk also helps customers
be more efficient. Users streamline complex data
collection and reporting processes that normally require
large investments of time and resources. With Wdesk,
customers work seamlessly with colleagues from around
the world in an efficient, secure and controlled system.
Wdesk can be accessed from anywhere with an internet
connection, saving on transportation and other costly
means of legacy-style financial controls and collaboration.

Data

Review
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XBRL

Workiva Workbook

Data Collection

Workiva Deck
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Year ended December 31,
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2012

2013

2013
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2014
(unaudited)

(dollars in thousands)
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Nine months ended September 30,

Financial metrics
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Revenue

$

14,864

$

Year-over-year percentage increase

7
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Subscription and support revenue
Subscription and support as a percent
of revenue
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52,938

$

256.1%
$

10,925
73.5%

$

34,702
65.6%

85,151

$

60.9%
$

65,164
76.5%

61,582

$

82,565

$

66,306

72.8%
$

46,015
74.7%

34.1%

80.3%
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Operating metrics
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Number of customers

1,421

1,927

1,808

2,176
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Subscription and support revenue retention rate

97.7%

97.8%

97.6%

97.3%
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Subscription and support revenue retention rate
including add-ons

108.4%

114.4%

113.1%

108.4%
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676

A customer’s
daughter needed
volleyball uniforms,
so we delivered.

We make work life better.

More than

13,000
1,514people

					
earned by

CPE
credits
		
More than 1,500 customers
attendedour user conference,
The Exchange Community,
in September 2015.
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Trusted partners

We help risk, audit, finance and
compliance teams manage business
data that has to be gathered from many
different departments, often across
disparate locations. Our customer
success managers essentially become
embedded in our customers’ teams
as they work together through all
the processes and controls necessary
for high-stakes business processes,
reporting and decision-making.

Wdesk saved over

3.5

million

pages from printing in 2015

Our customers love our personal
attention to detail and how we respond
to them around the clock. Our customer
satisfaction scores are greater than 95
percent, which confirms that we are
trusted partners. When we receive poems,
cards and gifts from our customers, we
know we are making lasting improvements.
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Our culture is based on an innate caring
and understanding of our customers’
needs. We created an annual user
conference, called The Exchange
Community, so our customers could learn
from us in person, network with peers
and develop professionally. In 2015,
our conference offered 50 breakout
sessions, and more than 1,500 people
earned over 13,000 CPE credits.

Our user conference allows us to work
face-to-face with our customers to
continue incorporating their ideas
and requests into Wdesk. They help
drive the evolution of Wdesk.
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Our People
Our culture fosters collaboration
and nurtures fresh ideas.

Employment Growth

2010
128

2011
268

2012
680

2013
832

As we scale our company, we know that an educated
workforce is essential to our growth. The Learn Center
is our in-house, e-learning curriculum designed to keep
employees up-to-date on industry and technology
topics. New courses are based on employee feedback,
and they continuously evolve. In 2015, employees
spent 21,327 hours learning soft skills, technical skills
and leadership skills.
We also pay for continuing education for employees’
professional certifications and host bi-weekly employee
education sessions on current industry, technology and
workplace topics.

Workiva office locations
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2014
953

2015
1,122

768 employees took
37 courses in
The Learn Center,
our in-house,
e-learning curriculum

One in five employees
is a telecommuter.

Workiva is a digital and mobile workplace, allowing employees to work from remote
locations. This conserves the fossil fuel that would otherwise be consumed by transportation.
Our sales teams and solution architects are frequent fliers because they spend most of
their time in our customers’ offices. While this face-to-face approach is important to our
customers’ success, it also represents one of the largest environmental impacts from our
business. Our employees flew 11,898,064 miles in 2015, equating to 2,665 metric tons
of carbon emitted.* This impact is second to our energy consumption at the data centers
we use.

*Metric tons of carbon emitted from airline travel is based on EPA Greenhouse Gas Inventory Protocol Core Module Guidance.
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Quality of Life Matters

Workiva HAMbassadors are culture liaisons
throughout our offices.

Our workplace is an
accepting environment,
where employees can freely
share ideas and opinions.
Recent HAM Advisory
Group initiatives
Employee Engagement Survey
Diversity and Inclusion Affinity Groups
Paid Leave Policies
Internships
Culture Development
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Workiva follows a Human Asset
Management (HAM) approach to
employee relations. HAM is different than
traditional HR models because it focuses
first on improving our employees’ quality
of life. This has been a founding principle
of our culture from day one: creating an
extra level of care for our employees. We
believe this is essential to the level of
care that is passed on to our customers
and why our customer satisfaction scores
are among the highest in any industry.
Our HAM Advisory Group, consisting
of employees at all levels from across
the company, meets monthly to create
solutions for improvement. Subcommittees
work within the group to present
their findings and recommendations
to executive management.

Diversity and Inclusion at Workiva

The HAM Advisory Group created a Diversity and Inclusion Committee to improve quality
of life and culture. With more than 1,100 employees in 16 locations, it is important for
everyone to have access to the Committee to continue to support an inclusive environment.
The Diversity and Inclusion Committee educates employees and helps recruit and retain a
diverse population. The committee also develops and maintains resource and affinity groups.
A diverse set of experiences, perspectives and backgrounds is critical to innovation. We
encourage teams to develop understanding and respect for each other and find creative ways
to work through differences.

In 2015, the Diversity and Inclusion Committee:
Helped employees form an affinity group for women in technology.
Sponsored and sent mentors to Girls in Science at the Science Center of Iowa.
Supported Girls who Code with mentors in local schools.
Hosted ISU Women in Science and Engineering networking events.
Sponsored the ISU lecture, Women Who Don’t Wait in Line with Girls Who Code CEO
Reshma Saujani.
Sponsored the Cedar Rapids Girls Code Camp.
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Our Dallas employees participated in the Richardson Corporate Challenge to benefit Special Olympics Texas.

Workiva Diversity and Inclusion Statement
Workiva cultivates a work environment that encourages fairness, teamwork and respect among
all employees. We value diversity of backgrounds, beliefs and interests, and we recognize them as
an important source of intellectual thought, varied perspective and innovation.
We are firmly committed to maintaining a work atmosphere in which people of diverse
backgrounds, beliefs and interests may grow personally and professionally. Fostering a diverse
workplace provides an inclusive environment for our employees, thereby increasing engagement,
empowerment and satisfaction. We believe this environment best positions us to meet the needs of
our customers.
Workiva focuses on recruiting, supporting and retaining diverse populations. Our efforts include:
developing the Diversity and Inclusion Committee; hosting, sponsoring and recruiting diverse
candidates; training employees and managers; and encouraging employee resource groups.
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Caring for Students, Caring for Employees

Workiva’s high-quality jobs
make it very attractive for our
top graduates to stay here in
Ames. As a result, our graduates
are not only making important
contributions to the company,
they’re making a positive
impact on our community.
– Dr. Steven Leath
President, Iowa State University
Workiva internship orientation

In 2015, 119 interns participated in our internship program, which included group
mentoring, professional development workshops, challenges and events in addition
to working alongside our teams. We strive to give them meaningful work. In fact, one
intern was awarded a patent with three other full-time Workiva software engineers.
We send goody-bags during universities’ finals weeks to ease the stress of their
routine, and ensure a helpful support system during their time with us.
Our relationship with universities is also a pipeline for the young talent that often joins
our full-time workforce. Our headquarters is centered in a hub of technology, engineering
and bio-med companies in the Iowa State University Research Park in Ames, Iowa.
We also have strong connections to Arizona State University, and we are located
in the ASU Sky Song complex, a collective for fast-growing companies. Similarly,
our teams in Bozeman, Montana have close ties to Montana State University.
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Employees Have a Voice

Workiva maintains an accepting and
listening culture. “First Friends” are
assigned to new hires to help them on
a personal level. HAMbassadors are
employee volunteers who are trained to be
the go-to person in each office. They are
equipped to answer employee questions
on company policies and guide them to
information about events and activities.
HAMbassadors help share knowledge
among our office locations and nurture the
Workiva culture. Forums and blogs on our
company intranet, called Connect, allow
employees to freely express thoughts and
share common interests.
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2.1

million

Connect intranet pageviews in 2015

Our employees engage with
each other through blogs,
customizable profiles and
topic forums through our
award-winning company
intranet called Connect.

Collaboration culture

Wdesk is helping foster
collaboration across the
enterprise as the benefits
can be leveraged in
many different areas.
– Ed Millay, Vice President
and Assistant Controller
New York Life

Hard work is rewarded at Workiva.
Teams are encouraged to schedule
regular team outings and retreats
to celebrate successes and build
camaraderie in and out of the office.
We also support programs across our
offices that encourage teamwork,
nurture innovation and have fun.
One perfect example is our annual Maker’s
Challenge competition, which includes
a trio of team-based feats that relies
on collaboration, creativity and skill.
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Healthy choices

Our Boulder employees team-building at the Denver Curling Club.

Employees in our
Ames office run
an average of 150
miles each week on
our gym’s treadmills,
and they cover 300
miles weekly on
the other cardio
machines in our
fitness center.
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We place a priority on health and fitness. We offer gym
facilities and memberships and serve healthy food items
throughout our offices.
In April, we implemented a Healthy Living Challenge that
encouraged employees to make positive lifestyle choices.
With the help of teams and coworker “mentors,” employees
were able to stay on track with their goals and encourage
each other to be successful. We used Wdesk Data
Collection templates to track participants’ achievements.
We provide corporate bicycles in 12 of our offices, and
our Ames and Scottsdale offices hosted Bike to Work
weeks. All of our U.S. offices participated in the National
Bike Challenge from May to September and logged over
5,000 miles.

Home grown

At our headquarters offices, we source products from
local farmers wherever possible. In 2015, we harvested
621 pounds of produce from our organic garden to
supplement meals in our Cafe.
We try to reduce as much waste as possible. We consume
80 percent of the food we make, and anything else that
cannot be consumed is composted.
As part of our farm-to-table philosophy, we sometimes
rely on employees to lend a hand. For example, Ames
employees shucked 2,616 ears of sweet corn one
afternoon for their meals.

Our Ames Cafe
team believes
in minimallyprocessed food,
supports sustainable
agricultural practices
and relies on the
freshest ingredients.
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Our Communities
Our headquarters
campus in Ames, Iowa
reveres the native,
tallgrass prairie.

Sedge in Workiva native prairie

At home on the prairie

		

Over

17,500
68

pounds of cardboard recycled,
at an average of about
pounds per day

More than 50 species of native plants grow outside our headquarters.

Our twin buildings with sweeping roof lines flow like waves of prairie grass that fill
the grounds. Energy-efficient, north-south windows are oversized to maximize natural
daylight and reduce electricity use. Above-grade insulation improves heating and cooling
efficiency. Inside and out are a variety of locally sourced and environmentally friendly
materials, such as coverings of Iowa limestone and recycled aluminum. Many furnishings,
including carpet, were chosen because they were cradle-to-cradle recyclables.
Last summer, we harvested seeds from our prairie and gave them to employees as an
incentive to raise funds for our United Way Campaign.
Our hospitable, mobile atmosphere is designed to make daily work and collaboration
enjoyable in relaxed settings. We often work outside on our patio with furniture made
from recycled plastics.
We have nine car-charging stations for commuters with electric cars at our Ames
headquarters, and a rack full of Workiva bicycles for employees.
Our Ames Cafe has state-of-the-art, energy-efficient appliances. We partner with local
farmers and Community Supported Agriculture programs to source food, and we pick
from our organic herb and vegetable gardens, which are within steps of our Cafe.
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Where we live and work
Our priorities for charitable giving include
technology entrepreneurship, career
advancement for students, fine arts
programs, business alliances, community
chambers and museums. We also sponsor
business incubators and state technology
associations to help people develop their
ideas into viable businesses at all stages.
We believe in nurturing the next generation
of scientists, engineers and entrepreneurs.
In Scottsdale, Bozeman and Ames, we
supported a variety of professional
development sessions and events for
students. We mentored technology
students by participating in a “Hackathon”
at Iowa State University that helped
students collaborate on software projects.

Workiva employees often serve as
advisors to university programs. For
example, employees were panelists
on a Senior Design Industry Review at
Iowa State University and served on the
Montana State University Employee and
Computer Science Advisory Board.
We also encourage people from
diverse groups to work in the software
industry. We visit local high schools and
universities to teach students about the
many benefits of a career in science,
math and engineering. One teaching
activity involves helping students create
ideas for software apps in the classroom
to spur innovation at a young age.

We sponsored the ISU lecture “Women Who Don’t Wait in Line” about closing the gender gap in technology.
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Pay it forward
We give our employees the flexibility
to achieve a genuine work-life balance
so they have time to give back to their
communities. We support a wide variety
of hands-on community service projects as
well as office-based fundraisers. Our annual
United Way campaign is one way that our
employees can support charities in their
communities, no matter where they live in
the U.S. In 2015, through activities like fun
runs, sports and game tournaments and
monetary pledges, we increased our United
Way contributions by 25 percent over
the prior year, giving a total of $57,000.

The Chicago employees held minute challenges
as a United Way fundraiser.

400

Over
		

trees saved with our Shred-It
office paper recycling program

190

new trees planted
throughout Ames parks
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In Dallas, employees collected small toys
and hygiene supplies for Family Compass,
benefiting several hundred low-income
families and child-abuse victims. Employees
in the Dallas office also held a fundraiser
for The Special Olympics of Texas.
Employees in Boulder, Colorado
supported the local Harvest of Hope
food pantry that serves the homeless
and transitive community.
Employees on our sales team donated
66 pairs of shoes to children living
in poverty in Los Cabos, Mexico and
114 days of child care at Los Niños del
Capitan for low-income families.

Energy

We estimate that our electricity use from
operations in 2015 created 3,241 metric
tons of carbon-dioxide emissions.* The
perimeter for our environmental data
are our offices in Bozeman, Montana;
Chicago, Illinois; New York, New
York; and Ames, Iowa. These offices
collectively host 53 percent of employees.
Because we have offices in multi-tenant
buildings, we cannot obtain precise
information in Dallas, Texas; Denver,
Colorado; and Scottsdale, Arizona, as
well as in our other smaller offices.

Headquarters building
Energy-efficient, north-south windows
Above-grade insulation
Locally sourced Iowa limestone
Furnishings of cradle-to-cradle recyclables

*Based on U.S. Energy Information Administration multipliers.
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Water
Prairie grasses and other
plants grow densely
throughout our Iowa
campus to reduce topsoil
erosion from nearby
streams. Bioswales in
the parking lot help filter
out oils and other debris
that would otherwise
flow directly into the
storm-water system. We
also pay close attention
to water usage. Our
solar-powered irrigation
system has sensors that
measure the moisture
content of soil and only
water the grounds when
it is truly needed. Water
conservation systems
are also incorporated in
our buildings, including
a dish-washing system
that recycles its water.

More than

10,000

native prairie plants flank our headquarters to help conserve
topsoil and filter pollutants from entering nearby streams.
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Waste

We look for many ways to conserve resources.
In 2013, we committed to reduce our carry-off waste by 30 percent over a three-year
period. We exceed our goal and reduced waste by 42 percent in that time period. We
were successful primarily because of initiatives to phase-out disposable cups at all
offices, compost a portion of food waste from our Ames and Boulder office kitchens
and compost paper products, which are certified BPI free, in our Boulder office.
As a cloud-based software company, Workiva prints very little paper. At our
headquarters, our trash goes to the Ames Resource Recovery Plant, where 70 percent
of the waste generates electricity for the municipal utility. In 2015, Workiva generated
9,957 kWh of electricity with our trash.
We also know that electronic waste
is one of the fastest growing sectors
of solid waste in the U.S., and we
follow strict guidelines for disposal of
electronic devices. In Ames, the local
recycling company separates all raw
materials for a separate processor
that follows the Responsible Recycling
Practices (R2) certification.

In 2015, we composted

27,263
104

pounds of compostable material,
			
at roughly
pounds per day

*According to the Ames Resource Recovery Plant, every pound of Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) generates 0.225 kWh of electricity.
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How We Used Wdesk 
to Create Our
Sustainability Report

The Workiva Sustainability Report was created with Wdesk.
We started by using our integrated workbook and data collection templates to track and
gather data from multiple sources. This was especially helpful in collecting and analyzing
energy use and waste on a daily basis.
A Wdesk word-processing document was then created to write the text. Data from the
workbook was linked within the text, providing accuracy and transparency in the collected
information. Directed comments were used among collaborators to clarify messages.
To aid in the design and review process, Wdesk binders were used across team members
for commenting and mark-ups.
Wdesk certifications were used to get final sign-off from multiple teams and executive
management. The file was then exported from Wdesk into a format for publishing on
our website.
Butterfly Milkweed in the Workiva native prairie.

